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We construct a degree 32 Cayley graph whose automorphism group contains two nonconjugate 
regular subgroups isomorphic to Z$ 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a graph. Then V(X) will denote its vertex set, E(X) its set of edges, 
and A(X) its group of automorphisms. If X is a Cayley graph, then G(X) will 
denote its associated regular subgroup, and H a set of nontrivial elements of G 
which define E(X). If K E A(X) and 3s E SVcx) with s-‘Gs = K (in other words K 
and G are isomorphic and therefore permutation isomorphic regular subgroups of 
A) then K will be said to be a (regular) copy [5] of G. If such an s can be chosen 
in A(X) then K and G will be called genuine copies of each other. If no such S 
can be chosen in this manner, K and G will be called mutually spurious copies. If 
every Cayley graph of a given abstract group G admits only genuine copies of G 
then G will be called a Cayley-invariant group, or Cl-group, in the category of 
graphs. 
The problem of determining which abstract groups are CI-groups for graphs or 
other abstract categories has been investigated for more than twenty years. The 
first formal statement of such a problem is known as Adam’s conjecture [l]. 
Some of the most spectacular positive results have been obtained by Palfy [6], 
who completely solved the CI problem for groups themselves and therefore for 
arbitrary abstract categories. The cited paper also includes a brief but reasonably 
complete history of the CI problem as well as a comprehensive bibliography, to 
which we happily refer the reader. We will cite in this paper only those references 
deemed most relevant to the problem analyzed here. 
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Among the open problems concerning graphical CI-groups is the determination 
of all elementary Abelian p-groups which are CI. It has been shown so far that Z,, 
[7, 31 and Zz [51, are CI. Moreover, in [4] the first example of a non-C1 cyclic 
group, Zr6, is characterized. As such, it provided a springboard for the work in 
this essay. It would thus seem natural to attempt to prove that Zz Vn are CI. 
Discovery of the graph described in this essay is a direct consequence of a vain 
attempt to prove that result. Existence of the graph now guarantees the futility of 
any such endeavor. Thus a negative answer is supplied here to the question in 
Problem 2.2(b) of Babai and Frank1 [2]. 
2. Description of the graph 
Necessary information about permutation groups may be found in [8]. We 
characterize V(X) as an ordered quadruple (x, y, z, w), where x, w E Zz and 
y, z E Z2. By so doing, we reduce the sixty-four graph automorphisms which 
must, in principle, be considered, to bite-sized (also byte-sized, see below) 
chunks. When concrete symbols are used for any elementary Abelian 2-group Zl; 
discussed here, they will be those representing the ordinary integers 0 s i s 
2” - 1. Primary use of such symbols will be in the tables at the end of the essay. 
The operator used will be ‘@‘. If 
n-1 n-1 
a = c a$ and b = c bi2i, where ai, bi E (0, I}, 
i=O i=O 
then 
n-1 
a G3 b = c ~?(a, + bi, 1)2’. 
i=O 
Computer-knowledgeable readers will recognize ‘@’ defined in this way as the 
bitwise exclusive-or operator. The objects defined by fixing x will be called 
sections. Those defined by fixing x and y will be called horizontal couples (HC’s), 
by fixing x, y, and z, cells, and by fixing x, y, z, and w, elements. Thus, if the 
four cells (x, y, z) of a section x are {(x, 0, 0), (x, 1, 0), (x, 1, l)}, then HCO will 
be {(x, 0, 0), (x, 0, l)}. When necessary we will discuss vertical couples (VC) and 
diagonal couples (DC) of a section. VCO = {(x, 0, 0), (x, 1, 0)}, and DC0 = 
{(x, 0, O), (~9 1, 1)). Al on g with the more formal definition of the graph X given 
here are four tables which allow the reader to check the operations of the graph 
from a more geometric point of view. They may be consulted at any time, 
although most usefully after the Cayley operations o and p on X have been 
defined. 
The ordered quadruple (i, j, k, I) is a generator of G(X) (neighbor of the 
identity (0, 0, 0,O)) if the variables i, j, k, and 1 satisfy all the stipulations of any 
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one of the following three statements: 
(Gl) i = 0, i # k. 
(G2) if 0, (i, k) # (1, l), 1 E (0, i}. 
(G3) i f0, (j, k) = (1, 2), I4 (0, i}. 
The standard Cayley subgroup G(X) is defined: 
Let o = {q~.y.z,wj: (x, Y, z, w) E V(X)}. We propose to show that X is not a 
CI-graph for Z$ In order to accomplish this, we will define presently a different 
set of operations p = {P~x,y,r,w): (x, y, z, w) E V(X)}, prove that these operations 
act as a regular copy of o on X, and finally show that o and p are not conjugate in 
A(X). Before doing so, however, we will describe some graph automorphisms of 
X. Such automorphisms, in addition to any inherent interest they may possess, 
will help delimit the possibilities of conjugacy between o and p. 
The following are graph automorphisms of X; 
(Al) ~1,s : (~9 Y, z, w)+ (s(x), y, z, s(w)), where s E S, acting on {Z:}. 
(A2) ~2 : 6, Y, 2, w) * (x, 2, y, w). 
(A3) r3,i : (x, y, z, w) * (x, y, z CD 6(x, 0) CB 6(x, i) @ 1, w CB 6(y, l)i), i E 
z: - (0). 
Observe that the set ({z,,,}) acts as S, on the sections of X, that s(0) = 03 
~1,~ : (0, 0, 0, O)+ (0, 0, 0, 01, that ~T1~(,,,o,,,i)~, = a((),l,,,i), Vi, and that 
zT,il~(0,1,0,0,)z3,i = a(O,l,O,i). 
We apologize for the notationally abusive utilization of the Kronecker delta in 
the above and elsewhere in this paper. The range of that function will be 
determined by context, with (0, l} E R in some cases and with (0, l} E Z; in 
others. 
The operators defined above in (Al)-(A3) g’ ive us information about the orbits 
of A,(X) (the stabilizer of (O,O, 0,O)). If any such orbit contains one vertex 
(i, j, k, I) then it contains all the vertices defined in any one of the following: 
(01) (i, j, k, 1) = (0, 0, 0, I), I# 0: three points (Al). 
(02) (i, j, k, I) = (0, 1, 1, 1): four point (A3). 
(03) i = 0, j # k (the set of vertices described in (Gl): eight points (A2), (A3). 
(04) All vertices satisfying (G2) or (G3): twenty-four points (Al), (A2), (A3). 
(05) All vertices with i f0 but satisfying neither (G2) nor (G3) (the 
nongenerators outside section 0): twenty-four points (Al), (A2), (A3). 
We will prove by graph-theoretical methods that the above are precisely the 
orbits of A,,(X). 
We now define a new set of operations on X and prove that these operations 
define a spurious copy of o = G(X). 
P(*.Y.z.w): (XIJ? Yn7 z0, %J ++ (x0 @X> Y0 CD Y, zo @ z @ qx,, 3) 
CB 6(x, @x, 3), w0 @ w Cl9 qy, 1)(x0 @x) CD 6(y,, 1)x). 
It is easy to verify that p(x,y,z,w) is an automorphism of X, that 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = P( , ,~~,~~)P(~,~,~,~) and that the P(~,~,~,~) are involutions. 
Verification of the p-operations can be checked also in Table 4. 
To prove that c~ and p are not conjugate as groups within A(X), and are thus 
mutually spurious copies, it suffices to show that none of the sixty-four 
permutations of cr are conjugate to p(O,,,o,O,) in A(X). If the reader desires he may 
carry out this permutation and, indeed, the remainder of this analysis relative to 
the o- and p-bases in the tables. 
Any group automorphism must be expressible as a permutation leaving 
(0, 0, 0,O) fixed. Clearly X is of diameter two, so we can divide V(X) into two 
broad classes: generators and nongenerators. Any (01) vertex has sixteen distinct 
paths of length two to (O,O, 0,O) while all (02) vertices have twenty such paths. 
All (05) vertices have sixteen such paths like those in (01). However, the (01) 
vertices are not neighbors of any element in (0, 1, 1, I) (the set of vertices 
described in (02) while the (05) vertices are neighbors of two such elements. 
Furthermore, the (03) generators are neighbors of all elements in (0, 1, 1, I) 
while the (04) generators are neighbors of two such elements. From this analysis 
we conclude that sections, diagonal couples, and cells are blocks of the 
permutation group A(X) and that (Ol)-(05) define the orbits of A,(X). 
Therefore the only possibilities for conjugacy between some o(,,,,,,,) and ~(a,~,~,(,) 
are the eight permutations {o~O,l,o,i~, o(,,,,,,i), i = 0, . . , 3). By the observations 
following (A2) and (A3), we need choose only one of these as a conjugacy 
candidate, say a(,,,,,,,,). Therefore if conjugacy exists between these two 
operations there must exist J-C with .7d-10~0,1,0,0)~ = P(~,,,~,,~). Since n, if it exists, 
maintains the vertical couples of X, it is evident that vertical couples are blocks of 
(o, PI Jd). 
Now define a graph Y, = YO( ,,,,,“, (,). V(Y,) consists of the eight vertical couples of 
X under u. Obviously, under the sixty-four operations of o, G(Y,) = Z:. Two 
VC’s are elements of E(Y,) if for each element a in one VC, two of the four 
transpositions defined by qo, l,o,o) in the other VC have the property that both 
elements of the two transpositions are neighbors of a. Inspection shows that no 
VC is connected to itself in Y, and Cayley operations show that a can be chosen 
arbitrarily in either VC. Therefore Y, is a well-defined graph, which consists of 
two disjoint copies of the graph K4. 
If the analogous graph Y, consisting of the eight vertical couples of X under p 
is constructed for p(o,l,o,o) we find that Y, is indeed connected, and this fact is 
sufficient to prove that the above-defined JG cannot exist and that therefore u and 
p are spurious copies of one another. A little analysis will convince the reader 
that for any degree-three Cayley graph Y of Zz, Y = Y, or Y = Y, according as 
{(Y, 0, r}, the neighbors of the identity, are linearly dependent (i.e., y = (Y 43 6) 
or not. 
3. Which Z; are CI? 
It would seem reasonable to try to determine which 2; groups are CI since we 
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now know that not all of them are. In particular we 
questions: 
(1) Does there exist pO such that p >p,, implies 2: 
interesting and surprising if all Z: were CI. 
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pose the following two 
is non-CI? It would be 
(2) Does there exist no such that n 2 n, implies ZG is non-C1 Vp? 
4. Tables 
The four tables each exhibit their sixteen cells within borders. Individual 
elements of the cells are displayed as numerals from zero to three (fourth position 
of the ordered quadruples). Numerals in bold italics represent generators of the 
underlying Cayley subgroup. The subscripted numerals zero or one denote cells 
of a horizontal couple (third position of the ordered quadruples). Section and 
horizontal couple (first and second positions of the quadruples) have not been 
shown since o and p behave exactly the same on sections and HC’s. For reference 
purposes, however, the initial configuration of sections zero through three can be 
assumed to be the four cells located in the upper left corner, upper right corner, 
bottom left corner, and bottom right corner, respectively. HC zero and one are 
the top and bottom pair of cells, respectively, in each section. 
Table 1 shows the initial position of the elements and may be used as a 
reference for the other tables. The identity element is represented by the numeral 
zero in the upper-left-corner cell. 
Tables 2 and 3 show the positions of elements and HC’s after the operations 
P(O,LO,O) and P(I.o,o,o)~ respectively. 
Table 4 shows the initial positions of the elements relative to the p-operations. 
The operations of p will move the same relative positions of Table 4 as the 
Table 1 
u-Basis: initial configuration 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
Table 2 
o-basis: P(~.~.w) 
0123, 0123, 1032, 1032, 
0123, 0123, 1032, 1032, 
2301, 2301, 3210, 3210, 
2301, 2301, 3210, 3210, 
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Table 3 
o-basis: p(i ,o,I1,~,) 
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0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
1032, 1032, 1032, 1032, 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
1032, 1032, 1032, 1032, 
Table 4 
p-Basis: initial configuration 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
0123, 0123, 1032, 1032, 
0123, 0123, 0123, 0123, 
2301, 2301, 3210, 3210, 
operations of CJ move in Table 1. In other words, Table 4 represents a 
permutation isomorphism of o and p. 
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